Building community, capacity and knowledge of FAIR data processes for POs and grantees. Championing improvements in data-rich foundation investments.
Knowledge sharing

The FAIR Process Framework distilled into a six-step process

The diagram illustrates how we will deliver FAIR practices in foundation AgDev investments and how we work with POs and grantees to activate FAIR practices. Though the process depicted is linear, The FAIR Process Framework can be implemented at any stage of investment – for example if you have already explored the data ecosystem you may start on a later stage.

For more information email us at fair@cabi.org
Knowledge sharing

Read this blog where CABI describes CEO Dr Daniel Elger’s visit to the Africa Food Systems Forum in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania

Daniel and the CABI team highlighted the need to support climate-resilient food systems.

They also advocated for the dissemination of FAIR practices and The FAIR Process Framework [ALPHA] at the conference.
FAIR Tools

Identify data-rich investments with this checklist from the ODI and CABI’s Data Sharing Toolkit which was developed with POs in mind:

Read this blog from EDA3 Project Manager Chipo on the moral case for sharing data to improve investment potential:

Explore this open explainer which looks directly at the benefits of FAIR for those working with grantees on data-rich foundation investments:
Key dates

Check-in here for conferences, talks, collaborative sessions and external and internal events relating to FAIR

International Data Week 2023: A Festival of Data
Salzburg, Austria
23–26 October 2023

Presentations: Members of the EDA3 project team will be giving an oral presentation and a lightning talk at this festival of data in Austria, with examples from successful and impactful FAIR implementation across agricultural investments.

Let us know what you have coming up. Email us at fair@cabi.org
News, views, research from the FAIR ecosystem in agriculture and beyond

Digital public infrastructure tools launched in Telangana deccanchronicle.com [2 min read]
Read about India’s first agricultural data exchange, ADeX, and data management framework, ADMF.

Public consultation opens on Irish agricultural data-sharing proposal Agriland.ie [1.5 min read]
Ireland's agricultural ministry makes proposal under the Data Sharing and Governance Act Framework (DSGA).

AgriCloud to boost productivity with connectivity
Markets Insider (businessinsider.com) [5 min read]
Tech player Trimble releases expanded API for open farming and cross-brand data-sharing.

Found an article you'd like us to share? Send it to fair@cabi.org
FAIR Insight — the value of FAIR

Maximizing the value of your data with FAIR

SciBite [11 min read]

Jane Lomax of SciBite on how organizations can leverage the fast-moving data landscape with FAIR-informed research.

Economic benefits of data sharing

Global Partnership for Sustainable Development Data/ DATA WITH PURPOSE [3.5 min read + report]

Exploring the economic, social, environmental, and institutional benefits of investing in data.

Found an article you'd like us to share? Send it to fair@cabi.org
FAIR Insight

Who benefits when, from FAIR data? Part 2 TL;DR Digital Science (digital-science.com) [3.5 min read]
Blog from Mark Hahnel’s calling for wider FAIR strategies to feed the machines.

FAIR for AI Nature.com [30 min read]
Perspectives, vision and experiences of researchers from different countries, disciplines, and backgrounds in implementing FAIR and AI.

Science collaborations forge way to FAIR data Danish e-Infrastructure Cooperation (deic.dk) [4 min read]
Research groups from Life and Environmental Science on implementing FAIR data strategies and ideas.

Found an article you’d like us to share? Send it to fair@cabi.org
THE FAIR JOURNAL

Thank you for reading the FAIR Journal – we look forward to your feedback and working with you on implementing FAIR practices in your investments over the next year.

Martin Parr, EDA3
Director, Data Policy & Practice, Digital Development
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